CROCHETED CHAPEL CAPS
Ida Gold
Brooklyn Branch
For these chapel caps, Ida Gold suggests using a thin yarn, such as bedspread thread, sport yarn, or any thin thread,
any colors, or gold or silver and a size F crochet needle.
RIPPLE CHAPEL CAP
ROW 1

Chain 120 stitches.

ROW 2

8 sc (single crochet), 3 sc next chain (point), 8 sc, slip into next 3 chains, pull the 3
loops off with a sc (decrease), continue 5 more times, chain 1 turn.

ROW 3

sc, skip next stitch, 7 sc, 3 sc in point (8 single), decrease as previous row,
continue on 5 other points, chain 1 turn.

ROW 4

Same as Row 3.

ROW 5

Increase 1 st on either side of the point (9) (first stitch, last stitch), continue on the
5 points, chain 1 turn, keep the single crochet. Skip as previous rows.

ROW 6

Same as Row 5.

Row 7

Increase 1 st (10) and continue same as Row 5. End thread.

Sew on the first row the 8 sc (increase to decrease). Continue on the other 5 points. Join all 6 points
together. Sew the back seam.
Sew the centers of each point together. There should be 6 points (see below).

STAR OF DAVID CHAPEL CAP (in two parts)
Ida Gold
Brooklyn Branch
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TOP (STAR)
ROW 1

Chain 6, join to form a ring.

ROW 2

Chain 3, 2 dc in the ring; continue until 6 sets are made; chain 3; slip stitch top of
chain 3.

ROW 3

Chain 3 (equivalent to one dc), 2 dc, chain 3, 3 dc; in the 3 chain space of previous
row, continue to end; slip st top of chain 3.

ROW 4

Chain 3, 2 dc, chain 3, 3 dc; in the chain 3 space of previous row, chain 3, sc (single
crochet) under the 3 chain loop of previous row; chain 3; continue to end with slip
stitch top of chain 3.

ROW 5

Same as row 3 except chain 5 instead of 3.

ROW 6

Same as row 4 except chain 7 between (2) 3 dc’s chain 4; slip under previous row;
chain 4, end. Slip stitch top of chain 3. Cut thread.

BASIC CAP
ROW 1

Chain 3, 5 sc in first stitch of chain; join (6).

ROW 2

2 sc in each stitch (12).

ROW 3

Increase ( 2 sc in stitch ) 1 stitch, sc next, continue (18).

ROW 4

Increase 1 stitch, sc next 2 stitches, continue (24).

ROW 5

Keep increasing until piece measures 6“.

ROW 6

Work even to desired size.

VARIATIONS
1

Back sc instead of sc.

2

Work row of gold or silver after last increase row and last row.

